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Temporary student parking in works
•
by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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•

•

It was announced at the Parking and
Traffic Committee meeting last Wednesday
that as of Monday, September 18, all cars
parked illegally will be ticketed.
The UCF Police Department has not been
ticketing most cars parked in no parking
areas due to the traffic crunch on campus.
Richard TUrkiewicz, director of university
police said that starting Monday all cars
parked anywhere other in approved parking

areas will receive tickets.
People have resorted to parking anywhere they can find a space Turkiewicz said.
This includes driving over curbed areas and
along the side of the road. Cars parked
illegally are creating a potentially hazardous situation .
Turkiewicz said that if a driver tries to
back out over a curb into traffic they are putting themselves in the position of causing a
serious accident."Allowing cars to remain illegally parked is causing the University to
incur a great liability."

Another topic discussed at the meeting
was the possibility of adding two additional
areas for student parking. One proposed site
is along Aquarius Drive , in front of the
Scholarship House . The other is west oflot
one east near the the CEBA buildings.
The Committee, chaired by Dr. Scott
Leftwich, unanimously agreed to designate
the first three rows in lot four as faculty
parking. Two spaces in lot four and two
spaces in lot one east will be changed to

see PARKING page 3
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Scott Leftwich

Health fee
increased
for 1990

•

•

by Nancy Robards
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The Health Fee Committee proposed to raise student health fees $3.
If passed by the President's Advisory Staff, this increase will take effect
in the fall ofl 990~ and will bring health
fee costs to $34 for fall and spring and
$25 for summer.
Dr. John Langdon, director of Student Health Services, said the increase
is badly needed. "The cost of doing
business here is not any less than
anywhere else."
He pointed out that in 1987-88 the
University of Florida charged a $42
health fee without offering students a
lab and x-ray credit. UCF's fee that
year was $26 .
The Health Center's budget for this
year is $1.56 million. Dr. Ken Lawson,
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see HEALTH page 10
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BUSTIN' LOOSE

SG leaders

Zeta Tau Alpha sorority sister Liz Watson takes part in last week's Watermelon Bust held on the Student Center Green. Proceeds from ~he race and other Watermelon Bust events will be donated to charity .

lobby in D.C.

Jorge AlvarezCENlRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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by Chris Hobby

Acacia rushes to join league of UCF fraternities
•
by Trish Martin
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Acacia, the only national collegiate
fraternity whose name is a Greek word,
rushed this semester for the first time
atUCF.
The group will not become a fraternity until it has earned its charterin 18
months to one year. Until then, it will
function as a colony during the trial
period.
"They can still participate in fraternity activities ... They have to prove
financial and membership responsibility," said David Blair, president of the
Inter-Fraternity Council.
Although the denotation of the word
isn't a description of the group-thorny
tree, it means much more to the faculty
advisor and to the men who make up

the colony.
beneficial. The junior transferred from
"Human service is our motto ... We Gulf Coast Community College and is a
plan to support the Shriner's Burns left-fielder for UCFs baseball team .
Institutes," Bob Snow, advisor to Aca"We control our own destiny," said
cia and community college relations Sanders.
specialist at UCF, said. Snow was a
According to a pamphlet published
member of Acacia at Shippensburg by Acacia's national council, the fraterUniversity in Pennsylvania.
nity was founded in 1904 at the UniAt the beginning of the fall semester, versity of Michigan by 14 Master Mathere was no one in the group. During sons. They established a new basis that
the week of the Aug. 27, Snow and emphasized high scholarsltip. The renational Acacia consultant, Mike lationship between Acacia chapters
and Masons is strictly voluntary.
Bolinger, installed 21 young men.
Snow said he was surprised that so
"We want to make contact with
many joined the new colony.
them ... We can be helpful to each
"We have a group of great guys- other," he said.
several baseball players, a football
IFC will support the group and help
player and a student government offi- develop their chapter, according to
cer," he said.
Blair. "They are off to a good
Rick Sanders said joining Acacia start... They're going to be one of the top
was a good opportunity and was very fraternities," he said.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Student body President Fred
Schmidt and Vice President Christine
Toutikian returned from the wilds of
Washington D.C. Thursday after a
two-day visit with other members of
the Chamber of Commerce.
Toutikian and Schmidt joined
county commissioners and local business leaders on the chamber-sponsored
"Washington Fly-in" wltich took off on
Wednesday.
Although Schmidt and Toutikian
did not get to meet all the delegates,
Schmidt called the trip "very productive" and said the group "touched base
with many key congressional lead,ers."
Although many of the delegates had
little time to stop and talk, Schmidt
said he seized the opportunity where
he could.

- see SCHMIDT page 10
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PSE works to benefit
Lukemia Society in
monstrous way
and send them out."
According to its members,
PSE has continued it's work
UCF's Pi Sigma Epsilon is with Lukemia Society because
preparing to unleash Monster they know where their money
Mash, a series .o f fund-raising is going when they give and
events in support of the Luke- because of Lukemia Society's
mia Society of Central Florida. cooperation with the campus
In its fourth year of support organization .
and participation with the
PSE has its preparation
society, members of the UCF underway for some of the
chapter of PSE, a national events leading up to the Oct.
sales and marketing organiza- 31 "Monster Mash."
tion, have set a goal which
Drake said "Monster Mash"
doubles their contributions of will start out with "Monster
last year.
Smash", a volleyball tournaCrickett Drake, vice presi- ment on Oct. 21, then go on
dent of public relations for with the pre-bash, ending with
PSE, said she hopes the club the "Monster Mash" on Halwill be able to give about $4000 loween night at Sweeney's on
to Lukemia Society this year. Colonial Drive.
"Their contribution will
Though Lukemia Society
have great impact,"said Mar- will receive the biggest share
tin Bernstine, Lukemia Soci- of PSE's contributions, the
ety assistant executive direc- campus organization works
tor. "Ifl could only clone them with other charitable entities.

by R. Norman Moody
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FROM PAGE 1

handicapped parking. Two spaces in temporary lot
200 will be marked of as booster parking. Leftwich
said he was uncertain if they would be taken from
students or or staff. "We will just have to see which
spaces are closest to the ticket agency. If they are Student spaces we will take them from students. If they
are staff spaces we will take them from staff. This :is
really the only fair way we can decide who to take
them from."
136 student parking spaces will be taken when

Brian Tibbs (left) and Manfred Richards practice their precision drills for the Air Force ROTC last
week. Practice was at the ROTC complex on the east side of campus.

construction on the new Art Complex starts in April
of1990. Jerry Osterhaus, facilities planning, said it
was still unclear ff the spaces will be replaced before
the construction starts.
The cost of adding a new parking lot is $100 per space.
According to Osterhaus there is close to $600,000 for
parking from the CEBA II budget and $250,000 built
into the Art Complex budget.
No definite plans for new lot sites were discussed
at the meeting.
Turkiewicz showed the committee a video made on
Wednesday, September 6, that documented the
University parking situation. By panning the park-

•SEMINAR ON KIDS
The University Behavioral
Center is holding a seminar
called "Childhood Depression:
An Overview" September 20
from 7-9 p.m. Dr. Kay Holt, a
child psychologist at the University Behavioral Center,
will focus on factors that cause
depression, specific signs and
symptoms and possible treatments. Theprogramisfreebut
registration is suggested.

the American Poetry Association, Department CT-70, 250A Portrero St., P.O. Box 1803,
Santa Cruz, Calif., 950611803. Poems must be postmarked by Dec. 31, and must
include the poet's name and
address on each page.
Each poem will also be considered for publication in the
American Poetry Anthology, a
collection of contemporary
verse.

•SCHOLARSHIP
The Boyle Engineering Corporation is offering a annual
$1500 scholarship open to civil
and environmental engineering students at UCF. The
awards will be presented at
the beginning of each spring
semester starting in 1990 and
will include optional summer
employment with Boyle's
Orlando office. Applications
for the scholarship will be
available in the College of
Engineering dean's office this
fall and additional information may be obtained by contacting Dr. David Jenkins,
Chair, Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering, 275-2841.

• TV SCHOLARSHIP
Students working towards
a career in the movie or television industry can apply for a
$1000 scholarship awarded by
the Florida chapter of the Florida Motion Picture and Television Association.
Applicants must have already earned 10 college-level
credits and have at least a 2.5
GPA They must also be a resident of Central Florida and a
full-time student in a Central
Florida area college.
The deadline for applications is Oct. 1, 1989. Three
finalists will be chosen and
interviewed by the FMPI'A
board of directors, and the
winner will be announced in
January. To request an application, write to FMPI'A Scholarship, Box 540022, Orlando,
Fl., 32854-0022.

• POETRY CONTEST
Students are invited to participate in the American Poetry Association's national
contest. The grand prize will
be $1,000, and more than
$11,000 in total prizes will be
awarded to 152 winners.
Poets may enter the contest
by sending up to six poems,
each no more than 2,0 lines, to

TOP GUNS

•MISS UCF
UCF's award winning
scholarship pageant, Miss
UCF, will soon be upon us and
the Miss UCF Committee
would like to remind those

ing lot from the roof top of different buildings he
showed that at the peak parking hour of 10:30 a.m.
there were no available legal parking spaces. After
seeing the video the committee did not make any
recommendations as to where students should park.
Judi Meinhalt, Advertising\ P.R. major, said, "I
have to get to school 20 minutes before my classes
start to find a parking place. I don't have time to move
my car before my night class, so sometimes I have to
walk out into an unlit area."
Leftwich said that President Altman was awarP. of
the parking situation. He also said the committee
welcomed advice from students.

parking decals required.
There is also no parking fee.
However, one student govemmen t official at the
branch campus
said
busrides are available to the
main campus. Paul Briggs
said buses leave Cocoa at 8
a.m. and return around 2
p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Students who use the ride
the bus are charged $1 a day
for the setvice. Briggs said
that student government
plans to purchase another
• UCFCA SPEAKER
The UCF Cinematography bus for the same purpose.
Association will start the year
with a guest speaker, who is • SCHOLARSHIP
The deadline for the Town
noted for his work with such
and
Gown Council Endowed
productions as M*A *S*H,
Mary and The Dukes of Haz- Scholarship has been extended. The scholarship is
zard.
Director of Photography for first semester freshmen
Dominic Palmieri will speak at only, with a high school GPA
the association's first meeting. of at least 3.5, at least 1100
More information and on the SAT or no lower than
meeting times, call Roger Dar- 26 on tha ACT.
Applications are available
nell at 894-1445 .
through the Financial Aid
office. For more details on the
scholarship, call 275-2827.
• MORE ON PARKING
Students at the Brevard
campus of UCF say they find • GREENPEACE
Greenpeace will be on
parking "tolerable" on their
campus for a lecture and a
campus .
Student Government slide show presentation by
Representative Barbara representative Chrisopher
Kilgore said that although Childs.
the campus is much smaller, The event will take place on
there is ample parking.
Sept. 20, 8 p.m. in the StuParking lots, including· a dent Center Auditorium.
vacant field on the north side
of the campus, are available •WAR ON DRUGS
for students. RepresentaFollowing up President
tives also said there are no George Bush's Sept. 5 declara-

interested that they must submit applications by 5 p.m.,
Sept. 27.
According to Committee
Student Director Lauri Lott,
the pageant won the Best
Pageant of the Year in 1988, as
well as awarding $10,000 in
scholarships.Preliminary tryouts begin Oct. 1.
Lott said applications and
pageant packets can be picked
up in Room 201 of the Student
Center. For more information,
call 275-2633.

tion of a "war on drugs," William Bennet, Bush's "drug
czar," threatened to cut off
financial aid to students who
go to colleges that don't have
"tough" anti-drug policies.
Concerns about student's
privacy as well as a sheer
shortage of campus manpower, however, led some observers to believe a big national crackdown on student
drug users probably won't
happen in the near future.
Colleges already must have
anti-drug programs in place.
Bennett said he wants them
stiffened.
Bennett defined "tough" as
a program like that in Anne
Arundel County, Maryland,
where schools expel any students caught selling drugs.
Students caught consuming
drugs are suspended, and then
turned over to the police.
Bennett, head of the U.S.
Department of Education during the Reagan administration
and now director of the National Drug Control Policy
Office, said the goal of the
program was to prevent
straight students from slipping "down a slippery slope of
drug use."
To get federal college loans
and grants, students already
have to sign a statement that
they don't or won't use il1icit
drugs.
·
However, the Education
Dept., which oversees most
federal college programs, has
few formal rules for what constitutes an acceptlable antidrug program.

~
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Student ticke.t ed ·on the sidewalk
He said he will just
have to pay for it
•WALKING VIOLATION

A UCF student received a
$1 7 pedestrian/traffic violation on the main campus sidewalk Friday, according to Cpl.
Troy Williamson.
Scott Tidwell, a pre-med
student, said he was on his
way to his biology lab. He
explained that he was halfway
across the sidewalk when he
noticed Williamson's squad
car approaching on the sidewalk with the siren lights on.
Williamson stopped his
vehicle after he passed Tidwell
and then issued him the citation.
Tidwell said he was told the
ticket was given to him because he did not yield quickly
enough to the approaching
squad car with its emergency
signals on.
Tidwell said he will pay the
ticket.
• FRAUDULENT FLIERS

Several fliers reading:
"Watch Tammy Baker (sic)

Strip Naked (maybe) on Wed- with the reserve desk on the
nesdays at Sweeney's," were second floor. Nothing was
found taped in and around the taken, Foster said.
Student Center, on the Green,
Foster said the bag was
and in the new dormitory area, probably returned after no
police reports reveal.
cash was found in it.
According to Sgt. M. A. Carpenter, Carl Miller of • MISSING EQUIPMENT
Sweeney's was contacted. He
Reports reveal that an IBM
told authorities he did not computer hard disk was stolen
authorize fliers for such an from Room 358 in CEBA I
event.
prior to Sept. 5.
The fliers were handwritten
and not professionallyy • DAMAGED PROPERTY
printed.
Incident reports reveal that
The fliers were removed a billboard located near the
from walls and trees and custo- campus swimming pool was
dians were told to remove any willfully damaged.
others.
The incident occurred on
Sept. 3.

•
•

• BAG LOST & FOUND

A female student reported
to campus police that her
handbag was taken while she
was at the library.
The bag was found by library personnel and returned
to the owner the same day.
Cyndi Foster, 36, said she
left her bag hanging from the
back of her chair and briefly
left her study area. When she
returned, the bag was gone.
The bag was found and left

• STOLEN PROPERTY

A female student told campus police that items from her
purse were taken without permission in the school cafeteria.
The incident, according to
Cori Beth Yapkowitz, occurred Sept. 1 on the second
floor of the library.
compiled by Central Florida
Future staff reporter
Dave Schlenker

R Scott Homer/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Scott Tidwell was issued a citation Friday for not yielding to the
approaching squad car with it's emergency signals on.

''I don't want
a lot of hype.
ljustwant
something I
can count on.''

Committee
•
reviews
new
UCF budget
by Avis Quesinberry
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr. John Bolte, UCF vice
president of administration
and finance went over the
college's budget for the new
year with members of the faculty budget committee Friday.
Florida's university system
budget hit a billion for the
1989-1990 fiscal year.
"Its a good year," Bolte said.
UCF's total operating
budget jumped to $86 million
compared to last year's $73.2
million.
According to Bolte, it is a
substantial increase until you
look at enrollment figures.
Enrollment increased by 10
percent, which is approximately 2,000 students.
Growth figures for other state
supported colleges and universities were similar.
Students may see a tuition
hike within the next year if
legislators deem an increase
necessary.
The new budget also shows
a sizeable increase for library
staffing and books.
The
state
allocated
$721,716 for UCFs new film
program, $500,000 of which is
to be spent on new film equipment.
UCF received $5.6 million
from the lottery, compared to
last year's $911,810.
"We are doing very well
compared to our sister institutions," Bolte said, "UCF has
made strides in recent years
when it comes to allocating
substantial monies, especially
high-tech research programs."
The next faculty senate
budget committee meeting
will be Oct.6 at 2 p.m. in the
Deans Conference Room located in the Humanities and
Fine Arts Building.

•
me long di ranee
companie prorn..i e you
the moon but what you
really ant i dependable
high-quality ef\ ice. That'
ju ... t what you Uget when
you choo e A'I&T Long
Di tance n·ice at a co t
that' a lot le than ·ou
think. You can expect lov.
long distance rate 2+hour
operator i tance, dear
connections and immediate
credit for\\ rong numbers.
And the as urance that
irtuall all of) our call will
go through the first time.
That' the geniu of the
AT&T Worlffi:\ide Intelligent
Network.

When it' time to
choo e forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.
Re idence Hall
tudents AT&T value and
quality long cU tance
service i available to ~ou
through AT&T ACU
ervice. For more
information on this
service call 1-800-4456063.

-ATs.T
-

The right choice.
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Funds key to housing
don't anticipate any response till the
end of the year," Tubbs adds.
After a developer has been selected
A UCF committee is sending out pro- from the replies that will eventually
posals to the community, contractors, arrive, there is an estimated 12-15
financiers and architects to have more month construction period before acon-campus housing built by Fall 1991. tual dorm space will be available.
The committee is formed under Dr.
"The state does not finance housLevester Tubbs, vice president of stu- ing," Hartzler explains, "this commitdent affairs and chaired by Christi tee must come up with the funds."
Hartzler, associate director of housing Tubbs said that proposals had been
and residential life.
sent out before, but each time re"The committee has met once," sponses were returned they discovered
Hartzler said, "and is in the process of the responding parties had no way offiputting together a request for proposal nancing their projects. "This time
for the design, construction and financ- when they come up with a proposal
ing of on campus housing." Hartzler response, they must show up-front
added the project will be managed by possibilities for funding."
the university.
To raise funds, the committee is
The design concept for the project is pursuing a "turn-key operation" where
a 10 building (three stories each) hous- the buildings are initially leased. The
ing development with 48 students per university will eventually buy them
building with a commons area, a stu- back from the contractor by approachdent lounge, an activity center and a ing local banks for funds and pursuing
computer lab. "We are looking at an $8 the opportunity to acquire federal
million apartment style facility, money.
though the design may change once we
Tubbs explains that the project will
start talking about money," Hartzler fit into the campus master plan that
said.
designates space for three dorm areas.
Tubbs believes the proposals will go
"Within the next five to seven years
out before the end of the month; it will we will be adding approximately anthen be another 60-90 days before any other two thousand beds to the camresponses for the proposals come in. "I pus,n he said .
by David DISalvo
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FOUNTAIN DEAD
Due to water conservation mandates, the reflecting pond fountain is not being
used. When water restrictions end, the fountain will be turned on.

•
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Ifyou can find aMacintosh in this room,
we might put one in yours. Free.

•
•

•
•

•
•

In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple. Macintosh*Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold on your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint.
-

•.

Somebodys going to win afree Macintosh.
Enter September 11th - October 4th

UCF Apple Sales Store
Come to the Mac Fest October 3rd & 4th on the UCF Green
The Macintosh will be given away on October 4th
C> 1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are rcgistert:d trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. !Uustratlon O 1989 Mau Groening.
One enuy pt:r p<::rson,please. Only fulltimt: students, faculty, ·ind s1aff are eligible tu win.

• •

·
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If you have not
P.a id your tuition
yet, don't read on
In an ever-present effort to serve the students
of the University of Central Florida, The Central Florida Future has compiled a reminder
list for this, the fourth week of classes.
Pay Tuition: It's too late. However, with
university fees rising almost hourly for the
upcoming fall, now is good time to start saving
(or hocking) for next year.
Student I.D. Validation: I.D.'s will be validated all year long, yet the library will not let
students check out books without an official,
1989 Fall validated UCF I.D. after Sept. 25. If
you missed the deadline for the above reminder,
disregard this reminder altogether.
Parking: Do not park in the lot next to the
utility plant. Although it was once a student lot,
it is now reserved for faculty. This was done in
an effort to meet the growing needs of the nasty
faculty over student ratio on campus. Temporary dirt parking is on the way. But, heck, we
park there every day anyway.
Vote: The Student Senate elections are today
and Wednesday. The Central Florida Future
does not wish to endorse anyone, though. We
feel the candidates who know what's going on
will be the ones influential enough to get the
votes they need and the ones who know
absolutely nothing about the senate and SG in
general are most likely running uncontested
and therefore will get elected anyway.
Usually we tell students to vote and let their
voices be heard but we figure two things. Unless
you know who and what it is you are voting for
you should not participate and unless you know
what is going on in Student Government you
shouldn't run for the senate.
Cheer: Watch the latest escapades of the
UCF football team 7 p.m. Saturday at the Florida Citrus Bowl. The Knights are 1-2 and could
use some fan support.
Sidewalks: In addition to students being
unable to park anywhere closer than Disney
World, it is increasingly dangerous to walk on
campus. Now that the faculty and staff are
satisfied with having control of the parking lots,
the police are asserting their control over our
pedestrian walkways. Perhaps we should take
it to the streets?
Get Sick: Since the Student Health Fee will
be raised $3 next year you might learn to schedule your illnesses a little better. Take advantage of the Health Center and use up the money
you put into your health fee.
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I THif'IK We'Rs

iN T~Q\JBi.e, TaMM'{,

No bombs, no gun fire, just a movie
Call me paranoid, but when I attended last
Monday's screeningofThe Last Temptation of Christ,
I sat as far away as possible from the entrance to the
Student Center Auditorium. for the life of me, I
couldn't shake off the thought that some crazed zealot
sniper would burst through the door and unload a
sawed-off shotgun into the front row while screaming
"God will not be mocked!"
Happily, no snipers showed up; they were all at the
local N.R.A convention. There were no bomb threats
Monday night either, and no pickets by throngs of
perturbed parishioners or enraged evangelists; they
were all at home, praying for Jim Bakker.
Watching the film from my trusty seat beside the
emergency exit, I heard not even one obligatory cry of
"blasphemy!" during the infamous sex scene with
Jesus and Mary Magdalen. That scene, c-ome to think
of it, provided the evenings only real fireworks.
What a bummer: I wore my bulletproof vest for
nothing.
At the post-screening panel discussion on censorship, a group of Catholic apologists sought to disassociate themselves and their religion from the Fundamentalist furor surrounding the film's release last
summer.
How could they pan censorship when the film drew
a packed house of notoriously "apathetic" UCF students? That's the ultimate failure of th 'far-right crusaders: the fact that the free publicity they gave
Martin Scorsese's work has generated so much interest in the film- and so much praise. Many students I
talked to after the screening called it "moving," and
said it was brought them "closer to Jesus." How could
this be?
The film's portrayal of Christ as a man with human
emotions and temptations contrasts sharply with the
super-stoic demigod created by miUennia of Christian

•HELL AIN'T SWELL

Editor:
Not yet have we encountered a
positive opinion of the comic strip
Life in Hell. It is not surprising,
considering that this comic strip is
insulting to most people's intelligence, shows a lack of humor and
no creative ability whatsoever.
Although we acknowledge your
need to fill space, Life i,n Hell is a
poor substitute for humor.
In the words of Charles M.
Schulz, "If a cartoonist does nothing more than illustrate a joke, he
or she is going to lose." In our
opinion, Life in Hell is a loser, as
are the students who are subjected
to Life in Hell each week.

myth-makers. It is difficult to relate to a Christ
endowed, by an orgy of posthumous deification, with
such cartoonish cliches as the power to walk on water
and to rise from the grave. Is this brand of hyperbole
really necessary in our increasingly scientific, secular, and above all, rational society?
The time has come to recognize Jesus for what he
was: a nonconformist philosopher whose teachings of
_passive resistance influenced the course of Western
thought and inspired such 20th century leaders as
Ghandi and Martin Luther King, Jr. Supernatural
superfluities only detract from Jesus' message.
On the strained shoulders of today's society rests a
ton of mystical baggage from the Dark Ages: we are
preached to on the importance of self-sacrifice; we are
told true happiness can be attained only after death;
we are taught that sexuality and every other form of
earthly joy are depraved and evil.
All this malevolence masquerades as Christian morality- and it all rests upon the exaggerated exaltation of a man whom the Church has been able to leave
a man.
The Last Temptation of Christ challenges all of us
who value the human mind to finally discard the
mystic baggage of distant centuries, to cease the
senseless delusion we face every Sunday morning, to
stop rewriting history into a surrealistic comic bookand to start confronting the issues worthy of consideration by modern man.

abuse survivors.
I was quoted as saying that by
the time a girl reaches the age of
13, she will have been sexually
abused. Disalvo's article was inacurate. During my interview I
told him that there is a one-third
chance of a girl being abused by her
13th birthday. While one-third ofa
population is not a majority, this
translates in to millions of women
who could benefit from a group like
S.l.S.T.E.R.S.
Again, I hope that this error is
arnmended to everyone's understanding.
Lisa Young
psychology major
•CAR PARKING 101

Mike McCollister
engineering
Jason Bear
criminal justice
• INACURATE ARTICLE

Editor:
This concerns the article in the
Sep.14 edition about the new therapy group on campus for sexual

Editor:
I don't have a 4-wheel drive.
I realize you must be shaking
your head at my ignorance, but I
really didn't know.
I have a meek front wheel drive
that offers passenger comfort,
good gas mileage and starts right
up in the morning. My car is
brown. Things have been pretty

routine for my car and me - you
know, drive, reverse, park pretty routine until just a few
weeks ago.
I've been driving my car to
school. Together, we've roamed
the parking lots, searching, scanning but to no avail. We're not fast
enough, small enough, strong
enough; we don't have power
steering.
We have, however, been developing new skills to overcome our
limitations. We have successfully
mastered curb climbing.
This was difficult at first but we
learned to do it slowly, one wheel
ata time. I hold my breath and the
car trembles over. This new skiU
has enabled us to accomplish a
novel feat: median· parking.
We feel pretty good about our
new abilities but we know we
must learn more. We've seen other
brown cars climbing curbs. Next
we're going to practice driving in
ditches, knocking down trees and
other skills necessary for parking
atUCF.
Danette Carr
English major

•
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Getting around
with much appeal
.0
OJ

•
Aside from being something you get by using CloseUp toothpaste, APPEAL is our primary tool for answering to continuous, wrongful molestation by bureaucrats and their flunkies.
Just to bring this point home, let's consider the case
of tr~c violatio~s. Low on the list of mentally-rewarding campus Jobs, the work of a ticket writer is
never done. Apparently, they are threatened with loss
oflife should they miss the opportunity of punishing a
back-inparkeroradean's-parking-spot-blocker.Don't
believe for a minute that you can get away with any
time-saving parking techniques without at least a $1 O
fine; for although the ticket writers have no self esteem (can you read their signature?), they are driven
by survival instincts.
Thank goodness ours is theoretically a democratic
government, and therefore even UCF must provide a
system of checks and balances. Our first line of defense
is to appeal. Appeal forms are easy to get: Just go to
whatever agency did you wrong and start screaming "I
appeal!" until they hand you a form.
There are results you can reasonably expect from
your appeal. First, you can expect to postpone your fine
payment for up to three months due to the Appeals
Board's dislike of their job and subsequent disorganization of their proceedings. Second, once your appeal
finds their hands, you can expect them to quickly find
the "Denied" block, mark it purposefully and send the
form back to you.
Even though this does not actually absolve your
guilt, it does allow you to make the Appeals board
suffer through their session for at least an extra 30
seconds.
The Appeals Board is currently collecting unwary
members who can't figure out good enough excuses to
avoid selection. By Oct. 1, they are supposed to h ave
their new group together. Let's make a point of answering to wrongful government: Appeal!
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PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

presents

A FREE SEMINAR ON

LAW AND MBA SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS

Topics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include: When and where to apply; admission criteria of
top programs; how to make your letters of recommendation count; what schools look for in your personal
statement; how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT fr GMAT exams.
CALLBARIBRI ATl-800-777-EXAM TO RESERVE.YOUR SEAT
Classes in preparation for the LSAT and GMAT exams begin in October.
A Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Company

•11111\tl
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Bullfrog rocked I If you weren't there hope you
catch it next yearl Lil Sis meeting 5:00
Wednesday Cofonial Pt #319 Sat. is Parents'
Day so bring the old farts around! Anchor
splash is coming!
Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations A TO I on both football victories; keep it up. PARENTS' DAY next Sat. Call
Shawn at the House. Pledges, you are looking
good, but work on those books. A TO #1 .
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Did you wear your letters last Wed? Redeem
yourself- wear them tomorrow! Flag Football
starts this week. Ask Jim M, for details. YOU
CAN PLAY POOLI Check it out at the House.

Pl Sigma Epsilon
Everyone meet on Saturday at 5:30 in the
University Shopping Center parking lot in front
of Kinko's (across from UCF) for the game
party afterwards.
Kappa Delta
Congrarulations to all sororities on a BUST
with AXA! Hey pledges, do you know who your
Big Sis is? Get out there for Flag football KA'sl
I:AE Homecoming '89 111K-Dee is #1.

Grad EE seeks roommate for 2bdrm/2bath
apt. 12 min form UCF. $220/mo +1/2 utilities .
Partially furnished w/laundry, pool, tennis,
racquetball. Available immediately. Call
James anytime 381-5654.
Roommate needed . 3bdrm/2bath house at
Dean and University. Semi-furnished, fenced
yard, pet OK. $225/mo. 1/3 utilities, negotiable
deposit. Call 678-3107. Leave message.
1 or 2 roommates needed 2 bdrm/1 .5 bath ,
Cambridge Circle. 1.5 miles form campus. Call
Karin 273-1190.

1114fllill1Jt
Sherwood Forest 312 and 212 available for
immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties,
Inc. 657-1967 or 657-3409.
Duplex 2bd/2bth near Dean and Rt 50 . $400/
mo. Call 889-0170.
2 bedroom 2 bath, like new, good location Washer/dryer apt. Call 277-2153.
For Rent - 2bdrm/2.5 bath Townhouse $450 .
Prudential Gallagher Properties. Call Denis
423-1627
2 bedroom 2 bath. New, good location.
Washer/dryer optional. Call 277-2153 .

"Quotes"
We are having our next meeting tomorrow the
2oth ar noon in SC214. An advertising panel of
professionals will speak.. It's never too late to
join. Get involved with your future.
Jewish Student Union/Hillel
Caters to the social, rultural and religi ous
needs of the Jewish student community.
We've planned many events, mee tings, socials and outings , so come see w hat we're all
about Need Info? Ca;; Adam (Prez)
381 5712 and come join the fun?

at

PRSSA
UCF's newest PR club has a meeting !Oday at
3 pm in FA 206. Join Usl

Mopeds like New. Cheap Transportation .
Street legal $300, call 277-3036 M-F.

lt~-~~~~!!~l:t.11 ;;it•••
No Experience ... .All Ages
Kids, teens, young adults.families, mature
people.animals, etc, Call Nowl
Charm Studios
1-800 447-1530 Ext. 1647

Attention Engineers
Who said you don't have a choice in the
Senate Elections? Just say no to Fernando
Santos Ill
Write in No lll
Engineering Seat #1
VOTE

BOWEN

Excellent word processing 366-0538

A TIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI 32,000/year income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk5780.
ATIENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17-840 - $69485. Call 1-602-8388885 Ext R5780.
ATIENTION :EXCELLENT INCOME FOR
HOME ASSEMBLY WORK . INFO. CALL
504-646-1700 Dept. P307

ARTS & SCIENCES SEAT #9

WOROPROCESSING. Resumes, papers.
48-hour service - only $1 page.Overnight and
non - standard pages extra. Close to campus.
281 -0499.
Typing and word-processing
High quality, fast, accurate, reasonable rates .
Call 696 -7227 .
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

ELECT WRfTE - IN CANDIDATE
ROB LeBEAU
WRfTE- IN
ROB
HEALTH & PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
SEAT #3
WRfTE-IN
DASH
FOR SENATE SEAT #8
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Laser printing. Resume - $10. Call 658-1163 .

Seeking twioe monthly housekeeper for large
Victorian On Lake. 10 minutes from UCF.
Hours to suit your schedule. $7/Hr to start.
Neatness Counts! Call 677-7508.

Found: $50 for Sigma Alpha Epsilon to
claim . Call Angelo ar 275-2541

Kelsey's Pizzeria - Now Hiring part - tlme
delivery dri vers, dist'M'ashers , and waitresses
for luncheon hours. Apply in person to Ke ith.
Next to UC6.

We tutor math MAC 1104 to MAC 3233, MAP
3302, Physics 1512, PHY 3053 to PHY 3101 ,
EEL 3347, 3306, 3347, EGN 3365, EGS
111 1 . Call James 282-0389

FOR RENT - Large 2 bed apt. w/kltapplianoes ,
CA&H, UP-STAIRS unit Walk to University
$400.00/mo . Century 21 Realty Register
Kathy Smith 422-2100 Agent

Babysitter, our home, flexible hours. Call 28 18418 or 27S- m 7.

Tutor wanted for high school level work-general courses- call 657-2409.

Brick Cottage very nice and private. located on
5 fenced acres, good security , pets wel comed.
Free use of large pool and laundry facilities.
Rent $400 includes utilities. Prefer female
tenant. Call 365-1715 .

Why Do The Knight Zone T-shirts show a pair
of eyes in total darkness? Because that's all
you can see from the End Zone!
The Knight Stalker

UCF Students are collecting clothes for the
homeless in Orlando. If you can lend your

Apartment 1bdrm/1bth1 mile from UCF. $3291
mo. Call now 380-3893.

11111111111
UCF Tae Kwon Do Club
Free beginning lessons. Have some fun, get in
shape and learn practical self--Oe fense. M 810, T 7-9, and Th 8-10 Ed Bldg. MPR or call
Wes 679-8002 or Kerwin 830-4962. Just do itl
You 11 love it, you 11 live it.

Research papers, 15,278 available!
Catalog $2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free ( 800)
351 -0222, Ext. 33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

1988 Bronco II - Like New - $9600 firm . Call
Diana for more info. 275-9624.

nmlooking for a fraternity, sorority or student
organizati on that wou ld like to make $500$1000 for a one week on-campus marketing
project Must be organized and hardworking .
Call Ken or Myra at (800) 592-2121 .

You have made this the best year of my life!
Thanks for being there for me. Happy 1st
Anniversary! I Love U
-Peanut

rr·s

OaveOoh, baby, baby! Loved those fajitas! And
three's not a crowd. You'll make a great husband someday!
Love and Kisses,
The Gossip Mongers

BEE RI BEE RI BEERI

EASY TO BREW YOUR OWNI
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS
ALL YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIESI
1-800-780-SUD S
For sale Tappan Microwave Oven, Queen

KCO Inc. WP/OP $150/$250. <.:all 678-6735.

size bed w/sheets, bedspread, drapes. Assorted chairs, end tables, recliner, oodspreads, comforters. Ten speed ladies
Schwinn Bike, 19" Color TV . Call 36S-3868.

SCHOLARSHIPS/GRANTS for college are
available . Millions go unclaimed yearly.Call 1800-344~82.

Jewish swdenLS are invited to attend High
Holy Day Services at Reform Temple of Litr
era! Judaism, Call Lynn Watch: 539-1234:
629-4717.

PAULHAVE A GREAT SEME STER! LETS DO
E PCOT. SEE YAI

-Q

s· r

For Sale - Surfboard ...
Narural Art. This
board has some Dings and a lot of so ft spots,
but it's fun to saew around with. Twin -fi n
swallow tall with leash. $50 takes It quick. Call
Tom F. 282-8183.
Rolling Stones Tickets $$. Call 380-1970.

2T 10-speed bike. $100. Call 380-3893.
Beatthe parking problem, beat the traffi c jams.
Live right across the street, Quest Apts. Room
and bath $250/mo includes everything . Bob
Jones 3640 Alafaya Tr. Leave name and
number at 275-2475 or come by after 4 pm.
Need roommate - $225/mo. 1 mile from UCF .
Call 657-5376.

Table. w/2 chairs, $75; double bed w/headboard & ftbrd , $150. Call 658-1 163.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U REPAIR) . Delinquent tax property. Repossessions . Call SOS-687..0000 Ext GH 4628 for
current repo list

VCC/UCF Female Roommate non-smoker
responsible to share 3bdrm apt $160/mo + 1/
3 utilities. Call 657-7749 Michelle.
Female/Male to share 2 bedrm/2.5 bth
townhouse with female. 21 + preferred. $275/
mo + 1/2 utilities. Call 677-4434.

ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys . Surplus Buyers Gulde. 1602-838-8885 Ext. A5780

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT-IS

•

College
·Progressive Night
at the Breakfast Club

•

19 YEARS OLD AND UP

The Breakfast Club, Central Florida's hottest nite club is
now open, every Wednesday night from 9:00 pm til 4:00 am.
Located at 843 Lee Road, across from J.J. Whispers,
between 7-11 and Red Lobster.

The $5~00 cover charge includes free sodas, mixers and
beer storage. Bring your own bottle.
We'll pour it FREE of charge.
Food is offered at a small charge.
For more information, call 7 40-0930

•

Your Progres~ive Wednesday Nights are here to stay!

................................................
r · ·r;,~·iJ~~dj";..;i -c,;;,;::;
Park Avenue's Spit D.J . and other Park Avenue
staff have joined the Breakfast Club and to
continue the Spit Tradition, invite everyone· to
join them for our Grand Opening this
Wednesday and every Wednesday.

: . $1.00
:
OFF

i

:

:

COUPON

:

Get $1.00 off your Wednesday
I
: admission to the Breaklast Club with I
this coupon and student-l.D.
I
I
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STUDENT GOVERN.MENT
SENATE ELECTIONS
AREA CAMPUSES
MONDAY, TUESDAY,& WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 18th, 19th, & 20th at 12-9p.m.

MAIN CAMPUS
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 19th & 20th 9a.m.-7p.m.

On Health & Physics Green

wishes Park Avenue
farewell and good luck and
is pleased to announce
that the tradition
continues and that every
onday Night is
Progressive Night
at the Breakfast Club
The Breakfast Club, Central Florida's hottest nite club is
now open, every Monday night from 9:00 pm til 4:00 am.
· Located at 843 Lee Road, across from J.J. Whispers,
between 7-11 and Red Lobster.
The $5.00 cover charge ·includes free sodas and mixers.
Bring your own bottle. We'll pour it and store it.
Food is offered at a small charge.
For more information, call 740-0930

SAVOR PREMIUM QUALITY &
TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!

Your Progressive Monday Nights are here to stay!
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1
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Park Avenue's Monday Night Spit D.J. and other
Park Avenue staff have joined the Breakfast
CIL,J6 and to continue the Spit Tradition, invite
everyone to join them fer our Grand Opening
this Monday and every Monday night.

-:
:
:
I
I
I

The Breakfast Club . ,

$1.00
OFF

COUPON

:
:

. :

Get $1.00 off your admission to the
Breakfast Club with this coupcn.

I
I
I
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It
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Thin, light and smooth-burning, •
the exclusive French LightTM
gives you the finest in
tobacco smoking
-e
·
.•.since 1838
Pleasu '.
·
ROLL WITH 11/E BEST..
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nority Whip Newt Gingrich (RGa.) was probably his most
interesting and productive
encounter.
"I was late for a Chamber
breakfast and he was wandering around lost in this Washington hotel," said Schmidt.
"I introduced myself and
asked him if he was going to
the breakfast and he was. We
were able to spend quite a bit of
time talking on the escalator."
Schmidt said the brief conversation gave him new insight on financial aid problems
and a "unique way tQ lobby the
Florida Legislature for more
financial aid funds."
Schmidt said vice president
Dan Quayle was unable to
meet the group as planned and
said they had heard "rumors of
a death threat".
Schmidt said Quayle's administrative secretary was
able to show he and Toutikian
around the office instead.
Schmidt said he believes
the contacts he and Toutikian
made in Washington will be
beneficial to UCF.

SCHMIDT
FROM PAGE 1

In one instance, Schmidt
said he followed Bob Graham
and joined him on an elevator
so he could spend a few minutes talking to him about UCF.
According to Schmidt, he
and Toutikian also met with
Connie Mack, Bill McCollum,
Bill Nelson and visited the offices of nine Florida legislators. Schmidt said they were
also able to talk with the aides
of many inore representatives,
"which was really helpful because that's who they Ethe
representatives] listen to
about issues."
Schmidt said he and
Toutikian expressed their
support for financial aid and
also joined the other chamber
members in lobbying for
Orlando Beltway funding.
"The beltway will help UCF
because we'll be able to gain
ready access with the Orlando
area," explained Schmidt.
Schmidt said meeting Mi-

three to four students per
night are seen. The majority
are seen between 6 p.m. - 8
p.m.
Langdon said, the services
are getting better each year. In
1983, 20,538 patients were
seen in the Health Center. Due
to staffing, over half only saw
nurses for their ailments. This
year there are a projected
26,714 patients that will be
treated and 18. 735 will see
doctors.
Langdon emphasized that in
order to provide quality health
care services to students, the
money will have to come from
somewhere. Realistically it
would be in the form of increased student health fees .

HEALTH
FROM PAGE 1

asst. vice president of student
affairs said the figure will be
cut to $1.372 in order to make
up a $100,775 deficit from last
year. Just where these cuts
will be made is not known at
this time. Langdon said some
possibilities were doing away
with student lab and x-rav
credits or cutting back on
hours.
The Health Center is open
from Sam. -10 p.m. MondayFriday. It costs approximately $70,000 per year to
keep the center open from 6
p.m. -10 p.m. On the average

GENTLY USED FURNITURE
AT LESS THAN RENTALS !!

380-0170

"It's The Place To Be!"
•Mondays:

Foosball Tournaments
CA$H

•Tuesdays:

$3. 00 Pitcher Night
Choose from Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite

• Wednesdays: Import Night! All 12 oz.
Imports are just $1. 25 !
• Thursdays:

UCF NIGHT!!
Ladies Drink Free!
Guys pay just $4.50 for all you can drink
of Bud, Bud Light and Miller Lite!

•Fridays:

PARTY TIME!

• Saturdays:

Take the Hot Shots Shuttle to all the
UCF home games! College football on
our BIG SCREEN TV. During the
nighttime it's LADIES' NIGHT;
$ .50 draft, $1. 00 wine coolers,
FREE POOL!

•

•Sundays:

Pro Football on the tubes! LADIES'
NIGHT all over again

•
c

•

•

Save~$l60

Here's bow:
1. Select any dour clean. quality items.
2. Enjoy them during your tenn.
3. Retom them for resale at tenn's end

•

657-8332

THE INTERIOR EXCHANGE
Aloma Shopping Center

Winter Park

Aloma Avenue 1 mile west of 436

•

CINEMA
12255 UNIVERSITY
ACROSS

Alafaya Commons (Publix Shopping Center)

Double Discount

ITS AS EASY AS 1-2-3!!

Uc6

H0TSHOTS

FROM

SEA OF LOVE (R)

2:05-4: 1~ : 10-8: 10-10: 10

2:10-4:40-7:15-9:45

TURNER A HOOCH (PG)

THE PACKAGE (R)

2:15-4:15-6:15-8: 15-10:15

2:20-4:45-7:20-9:50

LETHAL WEAPON 2 (R)

THE ABYSS (PG-13)

TODAY TUESDAY ALL SHOWS
ALL SEATS MATINEE PRICES

BLVD.

UCF •277-1454

UNCLE BUCK (PG)

2:10-4:50-7:30-9:50

•
•
•

2:30-6:30-9:30
WHEN HARRY METSAUY (R)

2:00-4:()().6:00-8:00-10:00

•
~time

~preparing

') ., for the CLASTI
=Buy...

Getting
Ready
for the
CLAST~~~

Reading, Wrlt/tyf, Essay, MathematJcs

The authors, Florida community
college English, reading, and
math instructors for more than
20 years each, contributed to the
development of the CLAST test
and wrote the first generallyavailable CLAST prep book.
You'll discover where you need
help and you'll get the help you
need. This concise text includes
instruction and sample tests
created using the latest state
CLAST specifications. It's only
~· Ask for it at your
bookstore today.
H&H Publlshlng Company, Inc.
The~ CLAST Connection.

•
•
You won't find a bcll<::rdcal this fall. You 'll nol only
save up to $80, you'll receive a free "savings match"
gift certificate good for any non-textbook merchan-

dise in yourbookslore. Sec your ArtCarved representative, on the double, for all the choices and
an offer that gives you twice the savings.

~

i

UNNERSI1Y BOOKSTORE • SEPTEMBER 19TH - 22ND
10:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. • $15.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Pnymcnt Plans Avuil11blc• •

.
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•

•
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•

Bring The Family For A
Day Of Fun At UCF

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

•

Saturday, Septem.ber 30th
RACE TIME: 8:00 a.m.

'

PIACE: Lake Claire

FOR INFORMATION AND RACE PAMPHLETS STOP
BY THE WELLNESS CENTER OR CALLX5841

DON'T MISS IT!!!!

• S.T.A.R.S.S. meets Mondays
at i::i:oo p.m.
• S.W.A.T. meets Thursdays
at 4:00 p.m.

UCF Health Resource Center

DID YOU GROW UP WITH A PROBLEM
DRINKER?

11
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l

PART-TIME CO-OP JOB
Honeywell, Inc., Orlando wants electrical engineering, mechanical engineering or computer engineering majors
with a course or experience with
AUTOCAD to work 20 hours weekly
around their class schedule. Contact
UCF Cooperative Education program,
PH 210 for referrals. If you have any
questions, call 275-2314.

I

rootn·
(

(

A·ASU Official Election
Results
President:
Richard Sherrod III
Vice President:
Anna Marie Wilson
Vice President II: Ronald Dawkins
Senators:
Donna Anderson
Shana Mike

•
•

•
('

•

•
•
•

•
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•

go to Threshold, Inc. For inforAustrailian rules football mation call (407) 898-1313.
comes to Miami with the 1989
Foster's Cup at Joe Robbie • REC SERVICES
The following facilities and
Stadium. The event will be
held Oct. 14 at 8 p.m. The services are available through
Essendon Bombers face the UCF Recreational Services.
Hawthorn Hawks. General Tennis Courts
admission tickets are $15 per Raquetball Courts
car at TicketMaster ticket out- Jogging Trail
lets. Call (305)358-5885 or Weightlifting Facilities
(407)839-3900 for more infor- Swimming Pool
Outdoor Basketball/Volleymation.
ball Courts
Disc Golf Course
•RUGBY PLAYERS
The Rugby team is looking Golf Driving Range
for players. Anyone who is Aerobic Fitness Classes
interested should contact Equipment Check-out
Mike Pinn at 281-5106 or go to Intramurals
team practices on Tuesday and Shower/Locker Room FaciliThursday at 3:30 on the inter- ties
Call Rec Services at 275-2408
mural fields.
for more information.

• AUSSIE FOOTBALL

'

•

•
•

•

13.

This number is provided for the
student to get information about the
KIOSK, discount tickets, the computer
lab, recreational services, legal
ser~Tices, the student center programs,
or student government information!

• THRESHOLD RUN

•

The 11th annual NCNB •BASEBALL
The UCF baseball team will
Threshold Run for the Kids
will be held October 7, at UCF. hold a meeting for those who
The event includes a 5,000 want to walk-on with the
meter race, a one mile Fun Run team . The meetin will be Sept.
and 1/4 mile Kiddie Run for 19 in the baseball locker room,
children eight and under. En- building 39 at 5 p.m. For more
try fee is $8 ifreceived by Sept. information call 281-5265.
30. The fee is $10 after Sept.
30. Day of race registration is Compiled by Bill Foxworthy
$12 .
Two dollars ofeach entry fee Send Sports Briefs to:
will go to UCF Athletics to Bill Foxworthy
support the developing track Central Florida Future
P.O. box 25000
program.
All remaining proceeds will Orlando, Fl 32816
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RUGBY
FROM PAGE 16

Fletcher kicked two more
conversions to make the final
score 29-0.
Plagued by its lack of experience, UCF had trouble winning control of the ball. UCF
coach John Holton explained
that over 80 percent of the
players had very little experience playing rugby.
"It was a good learning experience," said Holton, "That
is the only way they can learn
how to play, because we can
only teach them so much."
Player-coach John Klupar
agreed, adding that it is a

popular misconception that
you have to be big to play
rugby.
Speed and agility are important abilities for rugby players.
Rugby requires players to
play both offense and defense.
Also, the field is longer and
wider than a football field.
Holton believes the team is
improving with each game, as
they prepare to face Ft. Myers
at home on Sept. 30.
On Oct. 14, the team will
take on the Miami Tridents.
"I'm optimistic about the
season.
They (Spacecoast)
were a very experienced
team," Joe Czachowski, president of the team said.

WE CAN MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.
Help us help them. = National Urban League, 500 E. 62nd St., ~
New York, N.Y. 10021
~

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE ·
*

UPS works through the UCF Placement Office
in accepting applications for part-time loaders
and unloaders

*

Earn more than DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE

*

Paid vacations and holidays

~~>; Ji

* Work shift 10:30 PM

*

Scholastic Assistance
(up to $500 per semester)

*

For an interview appointment, sign up in the
Career Resource Center (ADM 124)

•
•

•
Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have a student loan or your parents are helping you out. It is always nice to have some extra
money in your bank account for spending or saving.

•

These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change all the time, having
to work what seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your gr~des suffer. There is a better way! .
•
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits such as paid
vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benfits that some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more.
The steady, consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift you select will allow you to plan the courses you need without having
to work weekends so your social life stays intact.

•

UPS offer a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student, time is very valuable and it is important to max_imize
your efforts and time.
•
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to match, get in shaoe, and work hours that allow you to fulfillyour
career goals in school.
•
UPS is an equal opportunity employer M/F
Scholastic Assistance is a pilot program and United Parcel Service reserves the right to modify or discontinue this program at any time .
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teams consist of members who the collegiate national finals
row with one oar each. Races by one-tenth of a second."
Kamrad coached at Edgeare contested at varying
Dennis Kamrad got into lengths.
water for six years before
rowing by accident.
Originally from Trenton, moving on to the University of
What was not an accident N.J., Kamrad came to the Huntsville, Alabama, for two
were his 12 national titles as Orlando area in 1958 and enHead Coach of the UCF Crew rolled in Rollins College. It was
Team since 1973.
there he first found success as "As I learn more
Kamrad, 49, is better a crew athlete.
known to the hundreds of stu"I was very fortunate as an about [rowing] I realdents at UCF as the Director of athlete," he said: "Rowing was ize there's always
Liberal Studies. Earlier in his a skill that I was able to adapt more to learn. I try to
life an eye injury forced to, eyesight wasn't a necessity.
Kamrad to exchange his bat In four years at Rollins I lost treat the students that
for an oar and the Central only six races and made it to I coach as adults and
Florida rowing scene has the national finals all four sea- I care about each
never been the same.
sons."
"Depth perception got to be
That would only be the be- athlete. I try to put
a problem for me in baseball," ginning of the successful mar- their needs above my
he explained, "but I always riage between Kamrad and the
own ... to be successwanted to be involved in inter- sport. After graduating from
collegiate sports and rowing . Rollins, Kamrad began his ful you have to be a ·
was an opportunity to compete coaching career at Edgewater good teacher and a
and learn."
High School in Orlando and inFor those unfamiliar· with troduced the sport to Florida good communicator."
- Dennis Kamrad
the sport, collegiate rowing at the high school level.
Crew Coach
(crew) consists of men's and
"I wanted to coach as well as
women's varsity, junior var- teach," he explained: "I made a
sity, and freshmen/novice presentation to the principal
teams. Each team competes in and he agreed to let me start a years. In 1972 he came back to
four-or eight-member crews, team. My college coach at Rollins to earn his masters in
with each team in a light- Rollins let me borrow some Guidance Counselling and a
weight or heavyweight divi- equipment and we began the year later began his UCF casion.
team. We had to compete on a reer. "I filled a need at UCF,"
Unlike sculling, where each collegiate level at first but my he explained, "they were lookmember has two oars, crew first high school team missed ing for someone to coordinate
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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DRINKING l
DRINKING l
DRIVING CAUSES ·DRIVING CAUSES
DOUBLE VISION. DOUBLE VISION.
Don't drink and drive. A public service announcement by MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving)._
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Kamrad continues success as crew co.a ch
by Brian Campbell
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I Please send me more information on the following exams:
I D PSAT D SAT D ACT D MCAT D GMAT D GRE D LSAT
I Nam
I Addr
I City
Stat
Zip
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center
I ~u~
2238 Winter Woods Blvd
I
Win ter Park, FL 32792

I
I
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I
I
I

L-----------------~

Don't Think Of It As A Coupon,
But As An Admission TicKet
To The School Of Your Choice.
So you're hoping to get into your dream school. Well, the fact is, nothing can help you get
there better than a Stanley H. Kaplan test preparation course.
Send in this coupon, and you will receive free information about any of our undergraduate
or graduate admission test prep courses given in all of our 135 Centers nationwide.
So after you've discovered our superior teaching methods, small classes and research department that reacts to test changes even before they happen, you'll be able to write your own ticket.

I STANLEY H. KAPIAN

A Take Kaplan Or TakeYour Chances

extra-mural athletics as well
as in Liberal Studies. It was
then that some former Edgewater students showed an interest in forming a crew club."
As a volunteer coach at
UCF, Kamrad has achieved
big results from a small program. Crew is not an official
sport at UCF, has a relatively
small budget and does not give
scholarships. Despite the disadvantage, last year's
women's varsity-eight won the
national title as well as several
races during the season. The
men's novice-four won the
state crown and missed making the national finals by .01
seconds. Kamrad attributes
this success to a simple coaching philosophy.
"As I learn more about the
sport I realize there's always
more to learn," he explained: "I
try to treat the students that I
coach as adults and I care
about each athlete. I try to put
their needs above my own.
"Crew is a technical sport so
you have to know the technical
aspects, it's almost like physics. Training methods are refined also, but to be successful
you have to be a good teacher
and a good communicator."
After 15 seasons at UCF it

would seem likely that
.l{amrad would want to migrate to an institution where
the sport of crew is more popular. Not so, he says.
"I've turned down other jobs
in the past. I like UCF, and I
like the students. I don't think
I could find a better group of
people. Orlando is an exciting
place to be."
According to Kamrad, the
future of Crew at UCF appears
brighter. This season UCF
hired a full time professional
to split the head coaching duties with Kamrad. They also
added a new racing boat to
their stable of equipment.
Kamrad considers these steps
necessary if UCF is to evolve
into a major sports program
and fulfill his coaching goals.
"My goal is to compete on
the major collegiate level and
win the national eights. That's
what I want for my kids, that's
what I strive for," he explained.
If Kam rad' s past is any indication of the future then he can
can look forward to continued
success at UCF. His team's
motto is "First, best and most"
and is built on a foundation of
excellence that has certainly
been no accident.

UCF transforms endzone
into student Knightzone
by Steven Bywater
CENTRAL FLORID A FUTURE

The Knightzone made its
debut at UCF's home game
against Valdosta State University last weekend.
Due to construction at the
stadium to enlarge its seating
capacity, stt!.dent seating has
moved to the sout h end zon e.
The Knightzone concept
came about after Citrus Bowl
construction forced the closing
of large portion s of the stadium.Student-body President
Fred Schmidt wanted to turn
the problem into a positive
situation.
Schmidt
sai d
the
Knightzone was created to,
"promote school spirit and to
initiate a long lasting tradition
that UCF students, alumni,
and faculty can be proud of."
The Athletic Department
painted the end zone wall with

the word "Knightzone" in the
style of the 1950s television
program, "The Twilight Zone.,,
A thirty-foot banner is expected to be hung over the
Knightzone by the next home
game.
Knightzon e paraphernalia
will be distributed at each
game, including cups, bumper
sticker s, and megaphones,
Jason DiBona, student director of vice presidential affairs
said.
The UCF Knightzone will
also have its own mascot, the
Knightstalker, in addition to
Mac the Knight, the team
mascot.
The Knightzone extends beyond the stadium. On Fridays
before home games, pep rallies
are held in the courtyard between the cafeteria and dorm
mailboxes. Cheerleaders, the
marching band, coaches and
players lead the rally.
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Trojans, six interc·e ptions
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If you asked Gene McDowell what would happen if UCF
held Troy State to 153 yards
rushing and only one score, he
might say that UCF would
win . .

And if UCF gained almost
400 yards on offense, he would
probably tell you that UCF
would win.
But if you added that six
interceptions would be
thrown, he would most likely
say the rest would not matter.
That is what happened in
Alabama Saturday night.
UCFs defense controlled Troy
State's much-vaunted wishbone offense, allowing just one
long drive. But Shane Willis
threw six interceptions, two of
which led to touchdowns, as
Troy State downed the mistake-prone Knights 20-6.
The Trojans (2-1) were only
able to mount one long drive.
On their second possession,
they went 60 yards on nine
plays to take a 7-0 lead. Troy
quarterback Bob Godsey rebounded from two sub-par
games to rush for 40 yards of
four carries on the drive. Derrick Moore scored the first of
his two touchdowns on a six
yard run.
Godsey was the only Troy
player who had any success
against the Knight defense.
But he finished with 78 yards

Mike uughllruCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF wide receiver Shawn Jefferson prepares to return a kickoff
during the game against Valdosta State last Saturday night.

on 15 carries, which means he
gained just over half his yards
on the one drive.

On their first possession,
the Knights, (1-2) went 53
yards before starnng at the
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Trojan 40 to set up a field goal
attempt. Troy State deflected
Franco Grilla's field goal try.
Willis threw his first interception after the Trojan's first
touchdown. UCF's defense
stopped the Trojans on three
plays, however, to prevent
further damage.
But on the next UCF possession, Willis again threw an
interception. It gave Troy
State the ball at the UCF 30
yard line. Three plays later,
Godsey tossed a 27 yard touchdown pass to give Troy State a
14-0 lead.
UCF got on the board in the
firet half when Grilla kicked a
39 yard field goal, capping a 46
yard drive.
At the start of the second
half, it looked as if the Knights
were going to cut the Trojan
lead to four. Gilbert Barnes
stormed through the Troy
State defense for a 41 yard
gain on the first play of the
half. But on the next three
plays, UCFfailed to gain a first
down and Grill a ki eked his
second field goal of the game.
The Knights defense held
the Trojan offense in check the
rest of the game as UCF tried
to come back But Willis' final
four interceptions came in the
fourth quarter on the Knights'
last four possessions.
The first two of these four
thefts were the most critical.
On the second play ...of the
fourth quarter, Rodney Single-

UCF

ton picked off a Willis pass at
mid-field and returned it to the
UCF four. Two plays later it
was 20-6.
On UCFs next possession,
the Knights again mounted a
long drive. Willis completed 1O
of 11 passes to move UCF 60
yards to the Troy State eight.
But Willis' next pass on the
drive was picked off at the five
yard line.
UCFs next two possessions
ended with interceptions.
For Willis (37-57-6, 264
yards), his six interceptions
tied the school record set by
DanaThyhsen ina 1982 loss to
Bethune-Cookman. His 37
completions break his own
record of 35 set last year in a
loss to New Haven. His 57
attempts tied Darin Slack's
performance in 1987 against
Georgia Southern.
Led by Barnes (11-72),
UCF's running game showed
signs of picking up where it left '1
off last week. The Knights finished with 96 yards on 23 carries and averaged 4.1 yards to
carry. But UCF was forced to
pass due to the early deficit.
The Knights defense held
Troy State to just 153 yards
rushing and 3.5 yards per
carry. Last year, the Trojans
rushed for 243 yards and four .,,
yards per carry. UCF outgained Troy State in total offense 360 yards to 185 yards,
but Troy State did not tum the
ball over.

Former UCF player
named Indians coach
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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A member of the Spacecoast rugby team turns the corner during Saturday's match against
UCF. Forward Derrek Burke of the UCF rugby team is in pursuit.

Rugby team loses first contest
by Jeff Barns
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF rugby team began its schedule
Saturday with a 29-0 loss to Spacecoast, a
first division amateur regional team.
In the first half, Spacecoast was led by
Stuart Morressy, who scored two tries for
eight points. Morressy left the game before

halftime with a sprained ankle. Timothy
Fletcher kicked one conversion and a drop
kick for five points. At the half, Spacecoast
led by 13 po in ts.
In the second half, Mark Gnan added
another four points to Spacecoast's score
with a try. Also, James McNern scored two
tries.

see RUGBY page 14

The Cleveland Indians
named a UCF graduate as
interim manager for the remainder of the season on September 13.
John Hart, who graduated
from UCF (then FTU) in 1973
replaces Doc Edwards.
Edwards was fired after a
Cleveland's late-season slump
in which the Indians fell from 1
1/2 games out of first place on
August 4 to 141/2 in early September.
Hart, 41, had been a special
assignment scout for the Indians before being named manager.
The previous seven years he
managed in the Baltimore
Orioles farm system.
Prior to attending Fl'U,
Hart graduated from Winter
Park High School in 1966 and
Seminole Community College
in 1968. While at SCC, Hart
played for UCF coach Jay
Bergman.
Bergman coached at SCC
from 1967-1973. He described
Hart as a strong teacher of the
game and one who was good
with players.
"I think he always had a
flair for that [teaching],"
Bergman said.
.
"He's a players coach. He's a
great motivator."
Hart played three years for
the Montreal Expos organization before becoming a coach.
In his first year as a coach,

he guided Boone High School
to a state championship in
1981.
Since moving on to the professional level in 1982, Hart
made a rapid rise through the
minor league level.
He guided the Charlotte
Orioles to the Southern
League championship in 1984
(the same league as the
Orlando Twins).
In 1986, the International
League (Triple A) named Hart
manager of the year.
Cleveland General Manager Hank Peters has said he
will wait until the off-season
before naming a permanent
manager.
Hart takes over a team that
has not finished in first place
since 1954.
Bergman expressed confidence in the ability of the former UCF player.
"I think he'll do a real good
job,"Bergmansaid. "Iwouldbe
disappointed ifhe didn't."
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